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BACKGROUND!

Rather than being held up as assets and cultivated as leaders, youth of color in Miami 
are subjected to constant harassment, mistrust, discrimination and violence at the 
hands of authority figures and adults. High profile incidents, like the deaths of Trayvon 
Martin and Israel “Reefa" Hernandez, and every day encounters, like attending schools 
built like prisons, wear on the young souls in our community. These forces pervade 
every aspect of their lives, from their relationships with teachers to their feeling of safety 
walking around their neighborhoods. 

Our schools are microcosms of our community and charged with building up our future 
leaders. Yet over the last two decades, schools in Miami-Dade and across the nation 
are increasingly using harsh, punitive policies and replacing meaningful instruction with 
a constant stream of high-stakes standardized tests. Minor misbehavior, like fooling 
around in class or getting in a scuffle on the playground, used to warrant a trip to the 
principal’s office, but is now met with an arrest warrant or out-of-school suspension. 
Warm greetings at the beginning of the day have been replaced with security guards, 
barbed wire and decaying buildings.  
 
Keep this context in mind as you use the diverse range of talents, perspectives and 
discipline in your JusticeHack team to address this issue. 
 

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS 
 
 
 
DREAM DEFENDERS 
Dream Defenders is a Florida-based organization that strives to bring social change by 
training and organizing youth and students in nonviolent civil disobedience, civic 
engagement, and direct action while creating a sustainable network of youth and 
student leaders to take action and create real change in their communities. They fight 
the criminalization of our generation by directly confronting the sources, sponsors and 
supporters of it. 

www.dreamdefenders.org 
 
 

 
POWER U CENTER FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 
Power U Center for Social Change is a GRASSROOTS organization based in Miami, 
Florida; FIGHTING for our land, our people, our community; ORGANIZING for justice in 
our schools and communities; SUPPORTING the struggle of social, environmental, and 
economic justice. Their youth leaders have been working to implement Restorative 
Practices and end Push Out in Miami-Dade schools. 

www.poweru.org
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THE NUMBERS 
500  - % of growth on Florida’s spending on standardized testing between 2000-2012, 
despite dire budget constraints and cutbacks on vital services to youth 
 
1  – the number of counselors for every 451 students in Florida, neck and neck with 
Minnesota for the worst ratio in the nation. 
 
22,670   - the number of students suspended out of Miami-Dade Public schools in the 
2011-12 school year 
 
301  – the number of kindergarteners given an outdoor suspension that year 
 
4  – the number of times more likely Black students are to be suspended than their 
White peers  
 

COMMUNITY VOICES 
 

“I’ve had a tough time with school . . . they gave up on me. You 
can’t lay a seed on the ground and expect it to grow if you aren’t 
watering it, if you aren’t giving it the proper care. They kept 
expecting it, but they wasn’t really putting in on it.” 

-  
 

 
“I didn’t feel like I had anyone to be on my side or support me, 
anyone to say ‘I know you are a good student’” 
 
 
 

“I don’t think a school has a right to tell a student they don’t want 
them. In order to protect somebody you have to get to understand 
… what made this happen so you can stop it from happening, but 
they didn’t do that.” 
 

 
 
“We basically just want a voice.” 
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MATERIALS 
INFOGRAPHIC 
This visual tool helps break down the School-to-Prison Pipeline 
 
THE SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE IN MIAMI 
More information on how the School-to-Prison Pipeline is playing out in Miami-Dade 
Schools 
 
A TALE OF TWO SCHOOLS 
This visual tool describes Restorative Practices, an approach to improving school 
discipline and overall school environments 
 
PANOPTICISM 
Excerpts from Michel Foucault’s reflections on the Panopticon and how architecture and 
design has been used as tools for maintain power over its inhabitants 
 
CARTOON 
Musings on the loss of arts in schools and the rise of high-stakes standardized tests 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL READING 
 

VIDEO - Design for Positive School Climate: http://bcove.me/jd0o6a4u 
 
COMIC BOOK - Telling it Like it is: http://www.poweru.org/uploads/content/APJ-
001_Comic_FINAL_LoRes.pdf 
 
VIDEO - #TakeOverFL and the School-to-Prison Pipeline: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTick8s1Uc0  
 
VIDEO – Florida Youth Caught in the School-to-Prison Pipeline: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbkfdg84g8U  
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THE SCHOOL-TO-PRISON PIPELINE IN MIAMI

For close to a decade, Miami-Dade Public Schools 
have recognized the need to address disparities in 
school discipline, or what many know as the School-
to-Prison Pipeline. Students, teachers and community 
leaders have seen the devastating impact that 
outdoor suspensions, expulsions, arrests2 and even 
the use of Baker Acting3 has had on school climate 
and academic outcomes.  A recent longitudinal 
study of Florida students by John Hopkins University 
found that just a single outdoor suspension in the 
ninth grade doubles the chances a student won’t 
graduate.4  Suspensions decrease the chances that a 
student will grow up to vote, volunteer or be actively 
involved in their community.5 Most disturbingly, 
suspensions simply aren’t achieving their stated 
goals of helping students modify their behavior or 
improving safety in our halls. A survey by Power U 
Center for Social Change found that 80% of students 
thought a suspension failed to improve the situation 
or made the underlying situation worse.6  Rather 
than coming back to class more focused and better 
behaved, students are returning from suspensions 
with less trust in their school and far behind on the 
material. 

In the 2011-12 school year, there were 37,512 
outdoor suspensions in the county, some as many as 
10 days long, totaling hundreds of thousands of lost 
instructional hours.7 The problem was so severe that 
some middle and high schools issued more outdoor 
suspensions than they had students enrolled that 
year.8 2012-13 saw big improvements:

• a 28% drop in number of students of that 
received an outdoor suspension and a 32% 
drop in number total outdoor suspensions. 

• less than 5% (down from 2011-12’s 6.5%) of 
students receive an outdoor suspension and 
about 6% (down from 7%) receive an indoor. 

• approximately seven outdoor suspensions are 

given for every 100 students, down from 11. 

With a continued commitment to addressing these 
issues, the district has seen additional drops in the 
first grading period of 2013-14. Indoor suspensions 
decreased by 21 percent while outdoor suspensions 
decreased by 31 percent.9 

District wide, less than 5% of students received an 
outdoor suspension in 2012-13. Yet when we focus 
in on key schools, like Carol City Middle School, we 
find that more than 34% of students received at least 
one suspension there. When we take into account 

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

DISTRICT WIDE

carol city 

middle school
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multiple suspensions for the same student, almost 70 
outdoor suspensions for every 100 students enrolled are 
reported. Among the 50 key schools identified, we found 
that 23% of students experienced at least one outdoor 
suspension and about 40 total suspensions were given 
out for every 100 students.

These gains can and should be celebrated. Yet, there 
is still much work to do. Despite many improvements 
in the 2012-13 school year, several schools actually 
posted higher suspension rates and showed a 
need for targeted investment. A group of just 50 
elementary, middle and high schools that serve 12% 
of the district’s students made up more than half of 
the district’s outdoor suspensions in 2012-13 year. 
These schools disproportionately serve low-income 
students of color.10  

Middle schools tend to be the worst offenders, 
but schools on the list included charter, magnet, 
alternative disciplinary and neighborhood schools. 
Contrary to a district wide trend, these schools tended 
to use outdoor suspensions more than indoor. Many 
of these schools were located in the urban core and 
their feeder patterns demonstrate that students are 
being subjected to exclusionary discipline year after 
year, compounding the harmful effects to students.

In addition, the biggest contributors to these statistics 
tend to be minor misbehaviors that are better handled 
in school. Despite a 2012 commitment to end outdoor 
suspensions for Level 1 and 2 infractions, a sampling 
of schools found over 8,300 suspensions in these 
categories and over 850 students excluded from 
school for more than ten days.11

Students of color, students with disabilities and 
LGBTQ students are more likely to be impacted by 
these disciplinary tactics. Studies have shown these 
disparities are not due to differences in behavior, 
but rather to the differences in responses by adults. 
In 2011-12, the most recent year where data is 
available for racial disparities, Black students in 
Miami were over three and a half times more likely to 
be suspended out-of-school than their White peers, 
and in elementary school that disparity jumps to 
almost six times as likely.12 Almost 30% of Black males 
in sixth through eighth grade received an outdoor 
suspension that year. Hispanic and Latino students 
are also at heightened risk, with second graders more 
than twice as likely as their White peers to receive an 
outdoor suspension. The U.S. Department of Justice 
and Department of Education have taken a strong 
stand on the issue, going as far as issuing guidance 
to school districts on the importance of addressing 
these disparities in compliance with federal law.13

50 SCHOOLS

HALF OF ALL SUSPENSIONS

12% OF STUDENTS

=For every 
1 White 
student 

suspended...

...more than 3.5 Black students 
are suspended





DESIGN AS A MECHANISM FOR CONTROL 
“So to arrange things … that this architectural apparatus should be a machine for creating and 

sustaining a power relation …” 
 
“He is seen, but he does not see; he is the object of information, never a subject in 
communication. The arrangement of his room, opposite the central tower, imposes on him an 
axial visibility; but the divisions of the ring, those separated cells, imply a lateral invisibility. And 
this invisibility is a guarantee of order. If the inmates are convicts, there is no danger of a plot, an 
attempt at collective escape, the planning of new crimes for the future, bad reciprocal influences; 
if they are patients, there is no danger of contagion; if they are madmen there is no risk of their 
committing violence upon one another; if they are schoolchildren, there is no copying, no 
noise, no chatter, no waste of time … 
 
Hence the major effect of the Panopticon: to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and 
permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power. So to arrange things 
that the surveillance is permanent in its effects, even if it is discontinuous in its action; that the 
perfection of power should tend to render its actual exercise unnecessary; that this architectural 
apparatus should be a machine for creating and sustaining a power relation independent of 
the person who exercises it; in short, that the inmates should be caught up in a power situation of 
which they are themselves the bearers. To achieve this, it is at once too much and too little that 
the prisoner should be constantly observed by an inspector: too little, for what matters is that he 
knows himself to be observed; too much, because he has no need in fact of being so.“ 

excerpt from 'Panopticism' in Foucault, Michel Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison  
 

 




